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Abstract
We propose a new hexahedral mesh optimization technique that is based on the smoothing of the local frame system embedded
in each hexahedral element. This smoothing process can be formulated as a quadratic optimization problem that can be solved
efficiently. We have applied this technique for the improvement of the quality of a number of hexahedral meshes.
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1. Introduction
Structured volumetric meshes, especially hexahedral (or hex-) meshes, are preferred by many critical applications,
including mechanical analysis using finite element methods, kinematic and dynamic analysis of mechanisms, biomechanical engineering, and computational fluid dynamics. This is mostly due to its naturally embedded tensor
product structure, larger tolerance for anisotropy and less numerical stiffness, compared to unstructured meshes (e.g.,
tetrahedral (or tet-) meshes). These preferred properties enable the convenient imposition of a simulation basis with a
higher derivative smoothness between elements of the mesh, and the handling of large deformation during simulations.
Previous work . While various techniques have been proposed to generate hex-meshes for some classes of objects
via sweeping or paving [1–3], volumetric polycubes construction [4–7], and frame field based method [8–10], respectively, many initial hex-meshes obtained from these methods, while topologically valid, contain poorly shaped
and even inverted elements (i.e., with negative Jacobian), making the subsequent computation (e.g., finite element
simulations) carried out on them unstable [11]. Therefore, an optimization process that alters the vertex positions,
while maintaining the mesh connectivity, to regulate the element shapes is typically required [12]. However, such
an optimization is still a challenging problem, because the shape quality metrics expressed as a function of vertex
positions are usually non-linear.
Overview of our method . To mitigate this challenge, we introduce a local frame based optimization framework. As
a tensor product (i.e., a local frame, as shown in the inset to the right) can be imposed into each hexahedral (hex-)
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element, along its three principle directions three families of curves can be traced out by connecting the center of each
hex-element with the centers of its six direct neighbors, respectively. We refer to these curves the frame lines. If all the
elements of the mesh have regular shapes, each element will have orthogonal local frame and the three families of curves are all straight lines. However, this ideal scenario is usually not achievable, as the boundary surface of
the resultant mesh should match the input surface which is typically curved.
Nonetheless, one can optimize the configuration of these local frames to tend
toward the ideal setting in order to optimize the corresponding hex-mesh indirectly. This observation motivates our framework. In particular, we formulate the optimization of these local frames into a quadratic problem via the
definition of an energy function based on the angles along the three families
of frame lines and the angles at their intersections. Ideally, the angles along
the frame lines should be as close to 180◦ as possible and the angles at their intersections should be close to 90◦ . The
minimization of this energy function can then be reduced to the solving of a linear system. Our method shares some
similarity to the recently introduced hex-element optimization based on a cone descriptor [13]. However, compared to
that method, our method is intuitive and need not perform element orientation and normal rectification, which makes
the implementation simpler and faster to compute.
Although our method provides no theoretical guarantees on the solution, our experiments show that it typically
produces inversion-free meshes when applied to a number of hex-meshes with various degrees of poorly shaped
elements.
2. Our Methodology
Consider a valid, manifold all-hex mesh H that consists of |H| hexelements. For a hex-element with none of its six quadrilaterals on the boundary, we denote its center (also the origin of its local frame) as c, and the centers of its six direct neighboring elements are c x− , c x+ , cy− , cy+ , cz− , and cz+ ,
respectively. The vector pointing from c to ci• is denoted by v~i• (e.g., v~x+
denotes the vector c x+ − c). • represents + or −.
Orthogonality. Given the above notation, the orthogonality at c can be measured by || < v~i+ , v~j+ > ||, || < v~i+ , v~j− > ||, || < v~i− , v~j+ > || and || < v~i− , v~j− > ||
where i, j ∈ {x, y, z} and i , j. The closer to the zero are these inner products,
the more orthogonal the corresponding two vectors are. We then can define the energy that measures how far away
the configuration of the local frame at c is from an orthogonal frame as follows.
Eo =

|H|−1
X

X

|| < v~i• , v~j• > ||2

• represents + or −

(1)

k=0 i, j∈{x,y,z}

Straightness. Considering one family of frame lines, say along x direction, the straightness at c can be measured
by || < ||vv~~i−i− || , ||vv~~i+i+ || > +1||. The closer to the zero this measurement is, the straighter the frame line is at c. We then
can define the energy that measures how far away the configurations of all frame lines are from perfect straight lines
below.
|H|−1
X X
v~i−
v~i+
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,
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~
||
v
||
||
v~i+ ||
i−
k=0 i∈{x,y,z}
Combining the above two energy terms, we define the following energy to measure how far away the local frame
configurations of the individual elements are from the ideal settings.
E f rame = Eo + E s
Note that for a hex-element that has at least one of its quadrilaterals on the boundary, we consider the centers,
denoted as f, of those boundary quadrilaterals for the measurement of orthogonality and straightness described above.
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Boundary Handling. For hex-meshes, flipped elements usually appear near the boundary. To alleviate this issue, we
enforce the family of frame lines intersecting the surface boundary to have the same direction with the normal of the
surface at the intersecting point (i.e., f) by the formula below, as illustrated by the inset.
P
Ealign =
|| < ||~~vvkk || , n > −1||2
k∈B

where ~vk is the vector from c to f, and B is the set of hexahedra with at least one quadrilateral
on the boundary. f can be represented by (v0 , v1 , v2 , v3 )/4 where vi represent the four vertices
of the quadrilateral on the boundary. By employing the boundary conformity term in [13], we
can optimize f by directly optimizing the positions of the boundary vertices of the mesh. For
completeness, we restate the boundary conformity term [13] as below,
X
X
X
2
Econ f ormity =
β(< ~n, v > +d) +
(α||v − (v̂ + at)||2 + a2 )+
α||v − v̂||2
(3)
v∈S

v∈F

v∈C

where all the boundary vertices are classified into three groups, i.e., S , F, and C representing flat surface vertices,
feature vertices, and corner vertices, respectively. β and α are user specified parameters. v̂ is the reference, or closest,
surface position for each vertex. < ~n, v̂ > +d is the implicit equation of the plane passing through v̂ and orthogonal to
the input surface normal ~n at that point, and t is the feature tangent at v̂. a is an auxiliary variable added to the system
to enable feature preservation.
Therefore, we have the following formulation for direction alignment and boundary conformity,
Eboundary = Ealign + Econ f ormity

(4)

Therefore, given the centers of the individual elements (i.e., the origins of their corresponding frames) and the
boundary vertices as variables, we minimize the following energy that takes into account both the boundary conformity
and the local frame quality.
E = E f rame + Eboundary

(5)

Given the dot product of variables and the normalization of the vector involved in the above definition of the energy
function, directly optimizing this non-linear formula is impractical. Therefore, we use the following strategy to turn
the above non-linear formulation into a tractable quadratic problem.
• for dot product computation < ~va , ~vb >: we use the current mesh to estimate either ~va or ~vb to eliminate the
coordinate variables.
• for normalization: we approximate the length of a local frame edge by computing their target lengths [13].
With the above approximation, minimizing the energy E can be achieved by solving a linear system.
After optimizing the locations of the centers of the elements, we obtain the geometric locations of the mesh vertices
of the output hex-mesh by averaging the centers of its neighboring hexahedra.
To summarize, the pipeline of our approach can be described as the following iterative process:
1. Compute target lengths for the vectors (i.e., ~vi• ) of the local frames;
2. Minimize E (Equation 5);
3. Reconstruct the hex-mesh. If there is non flipped elements, output; otherwise, go to step 1.
3. Results
We have applied our technique to a number of hex-meshes with various levels of inverted elements (i.e., many
elements have negative scaled Jacobian). Figure 1 provides some preliminary results of the proposed optimization
technique. The Fandisk (614 hexes), Hanger (6, 633 hexes)and Joint (17, 784 hexes) models are used. Two versions
of input for each model were generated from their corresponding hex-meshes produced by the state-of-the-art techniques [10] by perturbing the interior vertices with various degrees of noise (the first row for each experiment in
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Figure 1). Compared to the cone descriptor based approach [13], our method does not require the estimation of the
valid (or positive) cone direction, which could be computation expensive and may fail. Therefore, our method can
produce an inversion free mesh much faster than the cone descriptor based approach. For the reported experiments,
after applying our technique by a couple iterations (at most two), all these hexahedral meshes have positive minimum
scaled Jacobian. Specifically, the results for the Fandisk1, Fandisk2, Hanger1 and Joint2 were all obtained after one
iteration, while Hanger2 and Joint1 require two iterations to produce the inversion free meshes. For all the reported
results, all boundary verticies are marked as corners. Also, we set α = 10000 in Equation 3.
4. Discussions and Future Work
Although our initial results are promising, to produce hex-meshes with comparable quality to the cone descriptor
based approach we still need to fine-tune the above pipeline by adjusting the relevant parameters and weights. In
addition, for simplicity the boundary vertices of the input meshes in our experiments are not perturbed, which we will
relax for further assessment of our method. Furthermore, similar to the cone descriptor based optimization [13], our
method does not have theoretical guarantee on the solution. To completely address this challenge, the algorithm first
needs to know whether an inversion free mesh can indeed be obtained given the initial connectivity of the mesh and
its boundary. If the inversion free mesh is not achievable, it will be meaningless to perform any optimization without
changing the mesh connectivity. On the other hand, even if an inversion mesh can be obtained, how good the quality of
the mesh can be? That is, is there an upper bound for the quality of the mesh (say, measured by scaled Jacobian) given
its initial connectivity? Knowing this upper bound will help assess the performance of an optimization algorithm. We
plan to address these open questions in the future work.
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Fig. 1. Results of our optimization framework. The top row shows the input meshes and their corresponding scaled Jacobian information. The
bottom row shows the optimized meshes with our method.

